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Even though I really enjoy reading all types of genres and really investing myself 
into different , I always kind of struggled with being able to write in a 
straightforward manner. English isn't my first language despite being born here, 
and thats very weird I know but it all comes down to being a first generation 
student in an immigrant household. Writing didn't really appeal to me early in my 
life because I couldn't see what you could gain from it, and I was terrible at 
spelling so I didn't want to spend more time in the subject. But as I grew older and 
started to really getting into reading, reading different novels, journals, 
biographies, fantasy, series, I started to see that a lot could be done with writing. I 
am a musician. I play piano, guitar, some saxophone and I sing. So growing up in 
my teen years I was always very musically involved. I liked to participate in 
different school events or even church. I also currently do small gigs since music is 
something I really am truly passionate about despite my marketing major. But as I 
got older I started to think more about perhaps writing music. And of course this 
required much more writing skills and not just music. So I started to explore the 
route of creating my own writing pieces and started to actually enjoy the process. 
And since music is a form of emotional release to me as well, I was able to 
connect with writing more and since music is a form of emotional release to me as 
well, I was able to connect with writing more and realize its significance. I enjoy 
writing and the feeling of breaking a concept down to the point where it is opened 
up and fully explored as possible in that moment. Now I continue but I have also 
gotten into using different forms of writing for expression. Whether it be journaling 
or a poem, I have just grown to like writing and use it as a form of release. 
Whether it be for my personal feelings or for a project, I feel the need to 
personalize it. But something I would really want to work on now and in the future 
is keeping a clear and conscious form of writing instead of having the tendency of 
sort of jumping around or spending too much on one aspect. In different pieces of 
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writing I have found myself going on a tangent about a side topic on an issue or 
problem. Sometimes I would tend to ramble and not really get to the point of a 
claim or truly explain something without being too wordy. It is all around the basis 
of just not being straight forward. I would like to change that because I feel like I 
would not only be a better writer but I would be able to express myself more 
directly and efficiently. And i would benefit me in the long run not just in a writing 
class but also within other classes where writing is a necessary skill and of course 
for my own growth in writing with a purpose.


